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Abstract 

In this paper. we present some further results on an approximate 
model for an integrated services system with three types of traffic: 
a first offered narrow-band (N B) traffic, an alternate routed narrow
band traffic and a wide-band (WB) traffic. A NB call requires a single 
server, while the number of servers required to serve a WB call is N . 
The blocked narrow-band calls are lost while the blocked wide-band 
calls are delayed in a finite or infinite waiting room. In the previous 
study [I), the alternate routed NB call arrival process was assumed 
to be Poisson and this assumption does not give accurate results for 
some cases in networks performance analysis. In this paper we extend 
the model presented in [1] to include the case where the alternate 
routed NB call arrival process is an IPP. Based on two assumptions 
with regard to the characteristics of the system, we resolve the system 
by decomposition . In addition to the blocking probabilities of the two 
NB traffics, the probability of non-waiting and the average waiting 
time of WB traffic, the model calculates the carried and overflowing 
NB traffics which are important in networks performance analysis . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Among the many architectures proposed for the ISDN (Inte
grated Services Digital Network), those based on multi-rate circuit 
switching (N x 64kb/s channels or slots) are attractive because they 
evolve naturally from the present telephone network. In [2], an archi
tecture was proposed for integrating wide-band (WB) slow-switched 
calls, such as video teleconferences, with narrow-band (N B) calls such 
as telephone traffic. 

A link performance model is essential in the network performance 
analysis. In [2] an M-server queueing model was proposed for the 
transmission links. The demand consisted of two classes, WB and 
NB, modeled by Poisson processes. WB and NB holding times are 
exponentially distributed . Each WB call requires N servers which are 
seized and released simultaneously. If sufficient idle servers are not 
available at the arrival instant of a WB call, it is placed in an infinite 
queue until it can be served in order of arrival. A cut-off parameter, 
ra, specifies the maximum number of WB calls which are allowed to 
be simultaneously connected . NB calls require a single server, and 
blocked calls are cleared from the system. 

Using Z-transform and matrix geometric techniques, exact re
sults were derived in [3). While these exact models provided insight 
into system behavior they involved considerable computation and were 
only applicable to trunk groups smaller than those typically found in 
practice. Fast accurate link performance models for a large range of 
server capacities are essential for network design purposes as these 
subroutines are typically called many times in the course of a routing 
optimization or network dimensioning procedure. 

In our quest for accurate efficient performance models, a very 
successful approximation approach has been discovered and intro
duced in [1,4]. The approximation involves a decomposition on the 

number of WB calls in service and in queue. For each state of the WB 
process, the NB process is assumed to be in stochastic equilibrium, 
while the WB process is assumed to be Markov, with some tran
sition rates dependent on the distribution and certain first passage 
times ofthe NB process. In [5], we considered a similar system where 
wide-band traffic is lost if blocked. An accurate method was also 
presented in [5] to characterize the blocking period of narrow-band 
traffic which is an important performance measure since the expected 
blocking probability does not capture the fluctuation of the grade of 
service of narrow-band traffic caused by the interference of wide-band 
traffic . 

The analysis described in [1] employs a generating function ap
proach which permits the solution of both finite and infinite buffer 
systems. More importantly, we have extended the model to include 
two types of NB traffic, and have added two additional control param
eters. In networks employing non-hierarchical routing for NB traffic, 
first offered and alternate routed NB traffic must be handled differ
ently, in order to avoid network instability as demonstrated in [6-8). 
The control parameter introduced for this purpose, ri, is a static 
reservation parameter for first offered NB traffic. More precisely, an 
alternate routed NB call is lost if upon arrival, the number of idle 
servers is ~ rl . The other control parameter, r2, protects the WB 
traffic from overload of the narrow-band traffic. More specifically, 
the system blocks NB calls if there are some WB calls waiting and 
the number of WB calls connected or in service is ~ r2. This ac
cess control parameter improves link performance as quantified by a 
power measure and can be used to remove an undesirable feature of 
the oscillatory variation of performance measures of different streams 
[1]. The model also includes the parameter, ra, of previous models, 
which protects NB traffic from overload of WB traffic. 

In [I) , both the first offered and alternate routed traffics were 
assumed to be Poisson. In telephone networks, while alternate routed 
traffic is peaked in conventional automatic alternate routing networks, 
the Poisson assumption is reasonable in the context of adaptive rout
ing as state-dependent routing tends to smooth the overflow traffic 
offered to each trunk group . However in a multi-slot integrated ser
vices networks, the alternate routed NB traffic is peaked because of 
the presence of WB traffic. While evaluating the network perfor
mance, it is found [9] that the Poisson assumption for the alternate 
routed NB traffic caused inaccuracy and a two-parameter link traffic 
model must be provided to improve the accuracy of the analysis. In 
this paper , a two-moment model is provided for the alternate routed 
NB traffic whose call arrival process is modelled by IPP (Interrupted 
Poisson Process) [10). 

As far as the performance measures are concerned, besides the 
blocking probabilities of the two NB traffics, the probability of waiting 
and the average waiting time of wide-band traffic. we evaluate the 
two first moments of the carried and overflowing NB traffics. The 
importance of the characterization of the carried and overflowing NB 
traffics in the performance analysis of networks is evident. 

To state succinctly, the integrated service system considered in 
this paper supports three types of traffic: a first offered NB traffic, 
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an alternate routed NB traffic and a WB traffic. A NB call requests 
a single server while each WB call requires concurrent service from 
N of the M servers. Servers allocated to a WB call are seized and 
released simultaneously. Blocked NB calls are lost but blocked WB 
calls are delayed in an infinite or finite waiting room. The WB and 
the direct NB traffics are generated according to Poisson process with 
rates ~2 and ~1l while the alternate routed NB traffic is modelled by 
an IPP with mean m12 and peakedness factor Z12. The service times 
are exponentially distributed and the mean service times of NB and 
WB calls are respectively I'll and 1'21 . WB calls enter service in 
their order of arrival. 

In this paper, we consider only the case where we have an infinite 
waiting ro8m for WB traffic. The extension of this model to the case 
of finite waiting room is straiihtforward (see [1]) . 

The paper is organized as follows . In section 2, the assump
tions made, and the decomposition apprbach employed, are stated 
precisely. The coupling between the narrow-ba cl and wide-band pro
cesses is made explicit in terms of certain coupling parameters. In 
section 3, we consider the NB traffic and calculate the coupliRg pa
rameters which quantify NB interference effects on the WB process. 
In Section 4 the WB process is analyzed by the method of generating 
functions while in Section 5, we calculate the performance of two NB 
streams. NUmerical results ate presented in Section 6 which show the 
accuracy of the approximation relative to simulation results. Section 
7 concludes. 

2. THE APPROXIMATE MODEL 

For the WB services considered, it is expected that service times 
will be significantly longer than that of NB calls. Consequently, 
the NB process will have sufficient time to approach equilibrium 
conditions for each state elf the WB process. It is therefore natural 
to make the assumption that the NfJ pfocess achieves steady state 
instantaneously for each state of the WB process. Clearly, the NB 
distribution depends upon the state of WB process. 

The NB traffic also has an influence on the WB traffic. In 
particular, when a WB call arrives, and the WB queue is empty, it 
tan only enter service immediately if there are at least N servers idle . 
Assuming that there are i WB calls in service when such a WB call 
arrives, it will be placed in the queue with probability B(i), which 
depends upon the the current distribution of NB calls. Also if there 
are j > 0 WB calls queued and i WB calls being served, the WB call at 
the head of the queue can only enter service when N servers become 
available. This can occur with a WB departure or when sufficient 
NB calls depart to free up N servers. The latter event will occur at 
an average rate p( i) which is the inverse of the average first passage 
time of the NB call occupancy process, from states with fewer than 
N free servers to the state with N free servers. 

This interference time, also called the exceptional service time 
or exceptional delay, is distributed in a complex fashion . In order 
to make the WB process tractable, we approximate this complex 
distribution with an exponential distribution having the same mean . 
This assumption , together with the previous assumptions of Poisson 
arrivals and exponential service times, enables us to model the WB 
process (i(t),j(t)) as a two-dimensional Markov process, where i(t) 
denotes the number of WB calls in service , and j(t) the number in the 
queue at time t. The state transition diagram for this WB process is 
shown in Figure 1, where the influence of the NB coupling parameters 
B( i) and p( i) determine certain transition rates. 

We now summarize the two assumptions: 

1) The narrow-band occupancy achieves the stationary distribu
tion while there are a fixed number of wide-band calls in service 
except when the WB service protection control operates, since 
in that case, the NB process is a pure death process; 

2) The exceptional service times are exponentially distributed . 

The integrated service system is considered to be in the station
ary state. The steady-state will exist under the stability condition 
~2 < rol'2 [1]. 

3. NARROW-BAND PROCESS 

In this section, several conditional performance measures of the 
two NB streams are derived, for a given state of WB process, along 
with the coupling parameters which quantify NB interference effects 
on the WB process. Without loss of generality, we set 1'1 to one in 
this section. 

3.1 Narrow-Band Performance, Carried and Overflowing 
Traffica 

When i WB calls are in service, we have L = M - iN servers 
available to NB traffic. The overflowing calls from the input are 
offered to an alternate route which has an infinite number of servers. 
let n denote the number of busy servers in the system and r that in 
the infinite virtual system. let the parameters of the IPP modeling 
the alternate routed NB arrival process be denoted by (~12,W,i) . 
~12 is the arrival rate during the on-state of IPP, and w- 1 and i-I 
are respectively the mean times of the off-state and on-state of the 
process. We denote the equilibrium state probability of the system 
by pen, r; s). Here 8 shows the state of the IPP (8 = 1, IPP on; 
s =0, IPP off) . The balance equations of the system can be written 
as follows 

[en + r) +~. + Si + sw]p(n, r; s) 
=~.p(n - 1, r; s) + (n + l)p(n + 1, r; s) + (r + l)p(n , r + 1; s) 

+ swp(n, r;s) + siP(n, r;s) 
n = 0, ... , L - r1 - 1 

[en + r) +~. + Si + sw]p(n , r; s) 
=~.p(n - 1, r; s) + (n + l)p(n + 1, r; s) + (r + l)p(n, r + 1; s) 

+ (~. - ~o)p(n, r - 1; s) + swp(n, r;s) + siP(n, r;s) 

n = L - r1 

[en + r) +~. + Si + sw]p(n, r; s) 
=~op(n - 1, r; s) + (n + l)p(n + 1, r; s) + (r + l)p(n, r + 1; s) 

+ (~. - ~o)p(n, r - 1; s) + swp(n, r;s) + siP(n, r;s) 
n = L - r1 + 1, . .. , L - 1 

[(L + r) +~. + Si + sw]p(L, r; s) 
=~op(L - 1, r; s) + (r + l)p(L, r + 1; s) + ~.p(L, r - 1; s) 

+ swp(L, r;s) + siP(L, r;s) 

where pen, -1; s) = 0, ~o = ~1l and ~1 = ~ll + ~12 ' 

let the kth-order factorial moments f" of r be defined by 

where 

with 

1 L 

f" = 2: 2: f,,(n;s) 
.=0 n=O 

00 

f,,(n; s) = L)r)kP(n, r; s) 
r=O 

r! 
(rh = (r-k)! 

Let f(n, t; 8) be defined as follows 

00 

fen, t; s) = 2:(1 + qp(n, r; s) 
r=O 

00 t" 
= Eki",Cn;s) 

"=0 

Cl) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 



Multiplying both sides of (1) by (1 +tY and summing these equations 
from r = 0 to r = 00 . and for brevity D = dldt . we obtain the 
following equations 

[n + ~, + sr + sw + tDl/(n, t; s) 
=~,/(n - 1, t; 8) + (n + 1)/(n + 1, t; 8) + sw/en, t;s) + sr/(n , t;s) 

n = 0, . .. , L - r1 - 1 

[n + ~o + 8r + sw - (~, - ~o)t + tDl/(n, t; s) 
=~,f(n - 1, t) + (n + 1)/(n + 1, t) + sw/en, t;s) + sr/(n, t ;s) 

n = L - r1 

[n + ~o + 8r + sw - (~, - ~o)t + tDl/(n, t; 8) 
=~o/(n - 1, t; 8) + (n + 1)/(n + 1, t; s) + 8w/(n, t;s) + sr/(n, t ;s) 

n = L - r1 + 1, .. . , L - 1 

[L + sr + sw - ~,t + tDl/(L, t) 
=~o/(L - 1, t; 8) + sw/CL, t;s) + sr/(L, t ;s) 

(5) 
Substituting (4) into (5) and comparing coefficients of tic on 

both sides. the following equations 2re obtJined 

[n + ~. + sr + sw + kl/Ic(n; s) 
- ~,flc(n - 1; s) - (n + 1)/Ic(n + 1; s) 

=sw/Ic(n;s) + sr/Ic(n;s) 
n = 0, ·· : , L - r1 - 1 

[n + ~o + sr + sw + kl/Ic(n ; s) 
- ~./Ic(n - 1; s) - (n + 1)/Ic(n + 1; s) 

=(~, - ~0)k/Ic-1(n; s) + sW/Ic(n;s) + sr/Ic(n;s) 

n = L - r1 

[n + ~o + sr + sw + kl/Jc(n; s) 
- ~o/Ic(n - 1; s) - (n + 1)/Ic(n + 1; s) 

=(~, - ~0)k/Ic-1(n; s) + sW/Ic(n;s) + sr/Ic(n;s) 
n = L - r1 + 1,· ··, L - 1 

(L + sr + sw + k)/Ic(L ; s) - ~o/Ic(L - 1; s) 

=~,k/Ic-1(L ; s) + sW/Ic(L;s) + sr/Ic(L;s) 

Summing up (6). we get 

1 L-1 

(6) 

/Ic = 2) L (~, - ~0)/1c-1(n; s) + ~,/1c-1(L; s)} (7) 
,=0 n=L-rl 

Let /Ic(n ; s) be expressed in terms of /1c(0; s) by the following 
equation 

(8) 

Substituting (8) into (6). we obtain the following iterative equations 

( x~l)(_l; 1) x~2)(_I; 1») _ (0 0) 
x~2)(-1 ; 0) x~2)(-1;0) - 0 0 

nx~)(n; s) =[n - 1 + A, + 8; + sw + k]x~)(n - 1; s) - A,x~)(n - 2; s) 

- swx~)(n - l ;s) - srx~)(n - l;s) 
(9) 

for k ~ 0 and 1 ~ n ~ L - r1 + 1. 

nx~)(n; 8) =[n - 1 + ~o + 8r + sw]x~)(n - 1; 8) - ~.x~)(n - 2; s) 

- swx~)(n - l ;s) - srx~)(n - l;s) 
(10) 
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for n = L - r1 + 1. and 

nx~)(n ; s) =[n - 1 + ~o + 8r + swlx~)(n - 1; 8) - ~ox~)(n - 2; 8) 

- swx~)(n - l;s) - srx~)(n - l;s) 
(11) 

for L - r1 + 2 ~ n ~ L. 
Let the probabilities that the IPP is in the on-state and off-state 

be denoted respectively by P1 and Po . We have 

Obviously. 

L 

L /o(n; s) = P, 
n=O 

P2 = _r_ 
w+r 

8 = 0,1 (12) 

Using (9). (10). (11) and (12). we can obtain /0(0; 8) and then 
/o(n; s). n=l . .. .. L. 

Using (9) and (6). we can obtain 2(r1 + 1) linear equations 
relating /1c(0 ; s). /Jc(L - r1 + 1j s) • .... /1c(L ; s) . After solving this 
small linear system. /Ic(n ; s) . n=O . ... . L. can be obtained. 

Given i WB calls in s~rvice. the conditional blocking probabilities 
of the first offered and alternate routed NB traffic. P B 11( i) and 
PB12(i) . can be written 

P B11(i ) = fo(L ; 1) + /o(L; 0) 

P· B (.) _ 2:~=L-rl /o(n ; 1) 
12 Z - L 

2:n=O /o(n; 1) 

(13) 

The first two conditional moments of the overflowing NB traffic. 
m~(i) and m~(i) . are written 

m~ = h + 11 (14) 

We have also the first two conditional moments of the carried NB 
traffic. m~ (i) and m~ (i) 

with 

M-iN 

m~(i) = L iPr(j) 
j=o 

M-iN 

mHi) = L P Pr(j) 
j=o 

Pr(j) = /o(j; 1) + /o(j; 0) 

(15) 

This model is a generalization of the loss system considered in 
[11] where the trunk reservation policy was not employed . 

3.2 Determination of the Couplihg Parameters 

We calculate the influence of NB traffic on the WB process 
using the two assumptions made in Section 2. This influence is 
characteri%ed by p( i) and B( i) where B( i) is the probability that 
a WB arrival must wait when there are i WB calls in service and the 
queue is empty. 

let Xl be the number of narrow-band calls in service. Due to the 
two assumptions made in Section 2, p(i)-l. the average first passage 
time to the state Xl = M - (i + I)N. while there are i WB calls in 
service and some WB calls in queue. can be written 

L 

p(i )-l = L p(j, M - (i + 1)N)-1 Pr(jli) (16) 
j=M-(i+1)N+1 
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with 

P ( 'f ') - Pr(j) r J I - L 
Ln=M-(i+l )N+l Pr(n) 

where p(j, M - (i + 1)N)-1 denotes the average first passage time 
from the state Xl = j to the state Xl = M - (i + 1)N. 

The average first passage time to the state Xl = M - (i + 1)N, 
while there are i WB calls in service and some WB calls in queue, can 
be calculated as follows . If we denote the first passage time from the 
state Xl = j to the state Xl = j - k by Bj ,j-k and define 

mj = E{Bj ,j-d (17) 

then 
p(j,j - k)-l = E{Bj ,j_k} = mj + ... + mj-J;+l (18) 

In the case where 0 :::; i :::; r2 , since the narrow-band arrivals are 
blocked, we have the simple formula 

1 
mj =] M-(i+I)N+I:::;j:::;L (19) 

If i > r2 , we do not have simple analytical models. One pos
sibility is to use the method presented in [12]. Here we make an 
approximation by modeling the alternate routed NB traffic by a Pois
son process but with rate m12z1l . The reason why we use this rate 
instead of m12 is that the higher the peakedness factor , the less the 
influence of the traffic on the first passage times. We calculate there
fore mj by using the following recurrence relation 

1 ~11 + m12z1l 
mj =] + j mj+1 

M - (i + I)N + 1 :::; j :::; L - rl - 1 
(20) 1 ~11 

mj =] + Tmj+l 

1 
mL=I 

B(i) is the probability that a WB arrival must wait , when there 
are i WB calls in service and there is no WB call in queue . Noting 
that B(i) is the probability that M - (i + I)N + 1 :::; Xl :::; M .:.- iN , 
we can therefore write 

M-iN 

B( i) = L Pr(j) 0:::; i < ro (21) 
n=M- (i+1 )N+1 

4. WIDE-BAND PROCESS 

Now, we consider the wide-band process. With the two as
sumptions, exponentially distributed exceptional service times and 
stationary distribution for NB calls, the system characterizing the 
WB process can be modelled as a two dimensional Markov pro
cess (i(t) , j(t» where i(t) is the number of WB calls in service 
and jet) is the number in queue . The state space is then the set 
{( i, j)fO :::; i :::; ro,O :::; j < oo}. The steady state probability that 
the system is in state (i, j) is denoted by P( i, j) . 

In this paper, we do not consider in detail the wide-band process. 
In the following, we briefly describe the important definitions and 
results. The readers can find the detailed analysis in [1]. 

We define 
00 

Qi(Z) = L: P(i , j) zj (22) 
j=o 

In order to calculate the blocking probabilities of NB traffics and 
the probability of non-waiting of WB traffic , we need the probability 
of having i WB calls in service 

00 

Qi(I) = L P(i , j) (23) 
j=O 

and the probability that there are i WB calls in service and no WB 
calls in queue 

Qi(O) = P(i, 0) (24) 

We can obtain 

~2Z 
Qo(z) = P(O, 0) + P(O, O)B(O) p(O) + ~2(I _ z) (25) 

In the case where 0 < i < ro, we have 

(~2 + p(i) + i/-'2)Qi(Z) 

=~2ZQi(Z) - ~2(I - B(i»P(i, O)z + i/-'2 (Qi(Z) - P(i, 0» 
z 

p(i-I). (26) 
+ - z-(Qi-l(Z) - P(I-I , O» 

+ p(i )P(i, 0) + (i + I)/-'2P(i + 1, 0) 

+ ~2(I - B(i - I»P( i - 1,0) 

To obtain the various performance quantities of interest, we 

first must evaluate the quantities P(i, O) , Qi(I) , Q:(I) and Q~2) (I) 
(QH1) and Q~2 ) (I) are respectively the first and second derivatives of 
Qi(Z) at z = 1). These quantities are computed recursively, iterating 
on i by using equations (27) , (28), (29) and (30) for i < ro and 
(27) , (31) and (32) for i = ro. The recursion is initiated by using 
the closed form expression for Qo(z) given by equation (25) and its 
derivatives. P(O, O) is initially set to a constant and , following the 
calculation of the recursion , the probabilities are normalized . For 
a fixed value of i, the above quantities are computed in the order 
listed. The quantities P(i, O), Qi(I) and QHI) are used directly 
in the calculation of performance measures, whereas the quantities 

QF)(1) for 0 :::; i :::; ro - 1 are not directly used for performance 
evaluation but are required to evaluate Q~o(1) by l'Hospital's rule. 

From the state diagram given in Figure I , we obtain the following 
recurrence relations 

00 

i/-'2P( i, 0) = ~2(I-B(i-I»P(i-I , O)+p(i-I) L P(i-I , j) (27) 
j=l 

We have the following relations for 0 < i < ro 

p( i)eiQi(I) 

= - p(i - I)(Qi-l(ei) - Qi-l(I» 

- ~2(I - ei){(I - B(i»P(i , O)ei - (1 - B(i - I»P(i - 1, On 
(28) 

with ei defined by 

p(i)Qi(l) =(~2 - i/-'2)Qi(1) + p(i - I)Q:_l(I) 

- ~2(1 - B(i»P(i , 0) 

+ ~2(I - B(i - I»P(i - 1,0) 

p(i)QF)(I) =p(i - I)Q~:>l(I) 
+ 2~2(Qi(1) - (1 - B(i»P(i, 0» 

- 2{i/-'2 + p(i) - ~2}QHI) 

In the case where i = ro, we have the following relations 

(29) 

(30) 

Q
r
o(l) = p(ro - I)Q~o_l(l) + ~2(I- B(ro - I»P(ro - 1, 0) 

rO/-'2 - ~2 
(31) 

(32) 



If we denote the average number of waiting customers by AWN, 
the following relation is evident 

AWN = f: Q~(1) (33) 
i =O 

We can therefore calculate the average waiting time by using little 's 
formula 

(34) 

The probability of non-waiting is given by the following equation 

ro-l 

PNW= L:(1-B(i»P(i, 0) 
i =O 

5. PERFORMANCE OF NARROW-BAND 
TRAFFIC 

(35) 

The unconditional blocking probabilities of the two NB st reams 
are given by 

PBll = t{PBll(i)P(i, 0) + I:P(i, j)} 
i=O j= l 

ro 

+ L: PBll(i) L:P(i, j) 
i=r2 + 1 ; =0 

(36) 

i=O ;=1 
ro 

+ L: PB12(i)L:P(i , j) 
i=r2+1 ;=0 

where P( i, j) denotes the probability that there are i wide-band 
calls in service and j in queue. 

The unconditional first and second moments of the carried and 
overflowing NB traffic, m~ , m~ , m! and m~, are given by 

1 All ) me = -(1 - PBll ) + mI2(1- PB12 
JJl 

m~ = t m~(i) L: P(i ,j) 
i=O ; = 0 

1 All 
mo = -PBll + m12PB12 

JJl 

m~ = t m~(i) f P(i, j) 
i =O ;=0 

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

(37) 

In this section , we validate the approximate model by simulation . 
Note that we are only testing the accuracy of our approximate link 
model ; we do not test the appropriateness of IPP arrival process for 
representing the alternate routed NB traffic in a real network. (The 
IPP gives a very accurate approximation for the overflow process in 
the single slot case [10].) In both the calculation and simulation, the 
parameter JJl is set to one . The unit of waiting time is therefore the 
mean service time of NB calls. 

Fig. 2 shows curves for the blocking probabilities PBll , PB12, 
respectively for the direct and alternate routed NB traffics, the av
erage waiting time A WT for WB traffic, the first two central mo
ments of the carried and overflowing NB traffic. The system pa
rameters are M = 75 , N = 12, ro = 6, r1 = 2, r2 = 2 and the 
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ratio of service times f3 = JJI! JJ2 = 10. The offered traffics are 
Al = 20 + 30(1 - er). All = AI1JJi"1 = O.SAl • m12 = 0.2Alo 
Z12 = 7.5 and A2 = NA2JJ'2 1 = 10 + 30er. From these results, we 
can see that the model gives an excellent approximation to the system 
performance. 

Since wide-band service times are generally longer than narrow
band service, we have assumed that the NB occupancy achieves the 
stationary distribution while the number ofWB calls in service is fixed . 
It is therefore interesting to see the effect of the ratio of service times f3 
on the approximate model. We have done several investigations which 
show a quite good agreement between the approximate and simulation 
results even in the case of equal service rates JJl = JJ2 except the 
variance of the overflowing NB traffic which is underestimated when 
f3 is small. Some numerical results are presented in [1] for the case 
where ,the alternate routed NB arrival process is modelled by a Poisson 
process. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

An approximate performance model for an integrated service sys
tem in which some calls require concurrent service by more than one 
server has been presented . The model is based on two assumptions: 
i) the narrow-band occupancy attains the stationary distribution for a 
fixed number of WB calls in service; ii) the exceptional service times 
are exponentially distributed . In this model , a more accurate traf
fic model is used for alternate routed NB traffic and the first two 
moments of the carried and overflowing NB traffic are also evalu
ated . This enables the use of a two moment model for NB traffic 
in network analysis . From the numerical results, we can see that the 
approximation gives very good results throughout the useful range of 
operation . 
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